The Two Minutes That Can Save Millions of Lives

By Anna Von Reitz

If you do nothing else today, listen to the first link provided below. And share it.
If you are like me, you have probably had one or more heated exchanges with elderly
relatives who are scared out of their minds because they are in a "high risk group" and lining
up already to get the new vaccine that is touted as the cure to Covid 19.
You've probably also been told that you are no expert, because you aren't a virologist. Well,
here's one of the top virologists in the country laying it out for the dumbfounded.
Take two minutes out of your life to listen to this very short, very informative video. It can
save your life or the life of someone you love.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKsXVilB1Dk

Then, there is Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s Supreme Court Case,
proving that vaccines have no quality control and haven't been
tested for safety for 32 years:
https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/?
fbclid=IwAR35rTdHbGW0u4j9T-ZWRv20-to7a4tiaUNgeb1F3AL9UGY7O3kzCzK_Fxw
If they still can't believe the facts, ask them to read this brief summary from Swiss Policy
Research, founded in 2016, as a non-partisan, non-profit, independent fact-checking
organization. You can find the long version with all the citations at their website--- but by all
means, read this Overview first:
1. According to data from the best-studied countries and regions, the lethality of Covid19 is on
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average about 0.2%, which is in the range of a severe influenza (flu) and about twenty times lower than
originally assumed by the WHO.
Even in the global “hotspots”, the risk of death for the general population of school and working age is
typically in the range of a daily car ride to work. The risk was initially overestimated because many
people with only mild or no symptoms were not taken into account.
Up to 80% of all test-positive persons remain symptom-free. Even among 70-79 year olds, about
60% remain symptom-free. Over 97% of all persons develop mild symptoms at most.

4. Up to 60% of all persons may already have a certain cellular background immunity to Covid19 due to
contact with previous coronaviruses (i.e. common cold viruses).
5. The median or average age of the deceased in most countries (including Italy) is over 80 years and only
about 1% of the deceased had no serious preconditions. The age and risk profile of deaths thus
essentially corresponds to normal mortality.
6. In many countries, up to two thirds of all extra deaths occurred in nursing homes, which do not benefit
from a general lockdown. Moreover, in many cases it is not clear whether these people really died from
Covid19 or from extreme stress, fear and loneliness.
7. Up to 50% of all additional deaths may have been caused not by Covid19, but by the effects of
the lockdown, panic and fear. For example, the treatment of heart attacks and strokes decreased by up
to 60% because many patients no longer dared to go to hospital.
8. Even in so-called “Covid19 deaths” it is often not clear whether they died from or with coronavirus (i.e.
from underlying diseases) or if they were counted as “presumed cases” and not tested at all. However,
official figures usually do not reflect this distinction.
9. Many media reports of young and healthy people dying from Covid19 turned out to be false: many of
these young people either did not die from Covid19, they had already been seriously ill (e.g. from
undiagnosed leukaemia), or they were in fact 109 instead of 9 years old. The claimed increase in
Kawasaki disease in children also turned out to be false.
10.The normal overall mortality per day is about 8000 people in the US, about 2600 in Germany and about
1800 in Italy. Influenza mortality per season is up to 80,000 in the US and up to 25,000 in Germany and
Italy. In several countries Covid19 deaths remained below strong flu seasons.
11.Regional increases in mortality can occur if there is a collapse in the care of the elderly and sick as a
result of infection or panic, or if there are additional risk factors such as severe air pollution. Special
regulations for dealing with the deceased sometimes led to additional bottlenecks in funeral or cremation
services.
12.In countries such as Italy and Spain, and to some extent the UK and the US, hospital overloads due to
strong flu waves are not unusual. In addition, up to 15% of doctors and health workers were put into
quarantine, even if they developed no symptoms.
13.The often shown exponential curves of “corona cases” are misleading, as the number of tests also
increased exponentially. In most countries, the ratio of positive tests to tests overall (i.e. the positive rate)
remained constant at 5% to 25% or increased only slightly. In many countries, the peak of the spread
was already reached well before the lockdown.
14.Countries without curfews and contact bans, such as Japan, South Korea or Sweden, have not
experienced a more negative course of events than other countries. Sweden was even praised by the
WHO and now benefits from higher immunity compared to lockdown countries.
15.The fear of a shortage of ventilators was unjustified. According to lung specialists, the invasive
ventilation (intubation) of Covid19 patients, which is partly done out of fear of spreading the virus, is in
fact often counterproductive and damaging to the lungs.
16.Contrary to original assumptions, various studies have shown that there is no evidence of the virus
spreading through aerosols (i.e. tiny particles floating in the air) or through smear infections (e.g. on door
handles or smartphones). The main modes of transmission are direct contact and droplets produced
when coughing or sneezing.
17.There is also no scientific evidence for the effectiveness of face masks
in healthy or asymptomatic individuals. On the contrary, experts warn that such masks interfere with
normal breathing and may become “germ carriers”. Leading doctors called them a “media hype”
and “ridiculous”.
18.Many clinics in Europe and the US remained strongly underutilized or almost empty during the Covid19
peak and in some cases had to send staff home. Numerous operations and therapies were cancelled,
including some organ transplants and cancer screenings.
19.Several media were caught trying to dramatize the situation in hospitals, sometimes even with
manipulative images and videos. In general, the unprofessional reporting of many media maximized fear
and panic in the population.
20.The virus test kits used internationally are prone to errors and can produce false positive and false
negative results. Moreover, the official virus test was not clinically validated due to time pressure and
may sometimes react positive to other coronaviruses.

21.Numerous internationally renowned experts in the fields of virology, immunology and epidemiology
consider the measures taken to be counterproductive and recommend rapid natural immunisation of the
general population and protection of risk groups. The risks for children are virtually zero and closing
schools was never medically warranted.
22.Several medical experts described vaccines against coronaviruses as unnecessary or even dangerous.
Indeed, the vaccine against the so-called swine flu of 2009, for example, led to sometimes severe
neurological damage and lawsuits in the millions.
23.The number of people suffering from unemployment, psychological problems and domestic violence as
a result of the measures has skyrocketed worldwide. Several experts believe that the measures may
claim more lives than the virus itself. According to the UN millions of people around the world may fall
into absolute poverty and famine.
24.NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden warned that the “corona crisis” will be used for the massive and
permanent expansion of global surveillance. The renowned virologist Pablo Goldschmidt spoke of a
“global media terror” and “totalitarian measures”. Leading British virologist professor John Oxford spoke
of a “media epidemic”.
25.More than 500 scientists have warned against an “unprecedented surveillance of society” through
problematic apps for “contact tracing”. In some countries, such “contact tracing” is already carried out
directly by the secret service. In several parts of the world, the population is already being monitored by
drones and facing serious police overreach.
26.A 2019 WHO study on public health measures against pandemic influenza found that from a medical
perspective, “contact tracing” is “not recommended in any circumstances”.

And finally, here is the One Shot Mask Killer Argument that all State of State Governors need
to get in their inbox ---- mandatory masks, contact tracing, invasive snooping of any kind ----is against Federal Law:
The American Disabilities Act and HIPAA both protect people's health privacy.
Don't "volunteer" to give away your health privacy, because that can lead to the legal
presumption that you have Covid-19 and that you are a Municipal US citizen ---- a PERSON
that can be arrested and indefinitely detained.
I pasted this into my photo program and printed them nine to a page, cut these wallet-sized cards out
and began distributing them to local businesses that had gone beyond the pale. In almost no time at all,
those same businesses dropped the Mask Mantra and got back in line.
If you want my opinion, Covid-19 is a "Stupid Test" ---- to see just how far the corporations can go in
creating BS and also how far the Public will obey them.
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